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RED WINE

HOUSE RED - UMBRELE MERLOT
Wonderful open fruit with generous deep soft flavours. Plums with a hint of spice. A really well made wine that is suitable for all occasions.

ARGENTINA - OSAADO, SHIRAZ
Deep purple in colour, aromas of spice, plum and gamey mocha and flavours of boysenberry, currant, fig and bittersweet chocolate with an ample yet voluptuous body and a long, dense finish.

SPAIN - MAXIMO LIMITED EDITION TEMPRANILLO
Showing aromas of plums, cherries and red berries with hints of tobacco and vanilla notes. In the mouth, the wine is alive and vibrant, with a velvety ripe fruit character carrying through from the nose.

CHILE - RAYUELA RESERVA, CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Loaded with fresh fruit on the nose, particularly blackberries, cherries, and cassis, combined with subtle notes of
mocha. Medium-bodied.

**FRANCE - COTES DU RHONE’10 – SYRAH/GRENACHE**  €28.00
This wine has a rustic character, structured palate with blackberry and plum fruits.

**ARGENTINA - BODEGAS CALLIA ALTA, MALBEC**  €28.00
Aromas of fresh red fruit with outstanding sensations of plums, very true to the characteristic of Malbec. In the mouth, it is a very fresh and balanced wine.

**ITALY - NICODEMI TERRANA MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO**  €29.00
This wine shows unusual depth and weight as it is made unfiltered using organically grown grapes. Sweet and smoky with layers of warm dark fruits; black cherries and plum. The finish is round and generous with soft tannins.

**SPAIN - COTO MAYOR CRIANZA RIOJA DOC**  €32.00
This 100% Tempranillo shows layers of fresh raspberries, cherry, cedar and spice typical of a classically styled Rioja. This is all wrapped up in a vanilla and leather laden package that is medium in body and sports a long, soft finish.

**FRANCE - CHATEAU VINCENS ‘ORIGINE’, MALBEC**  €34.00
Dark-hued, black plum and chocolate flavoured wine. It is powerful and very concentrated with dense, well-structured fruit. This stunning Malbec from Cahors in France should be on your bucket list!

**AUSTRALIA - REILLYS DRY LAND MERLOT 2009**  €45.00
Maturation for two years in French oak has resulted with an explosion of fruit.

**BORDEAUX - CHATEAU BEAUMONT 2009 ‘HAUT-MEDOC’ A.C**  €54.00
A consistent over-achiever, dark and brooding intensity with a hint of tobacco that gives way to lush ripe fruit. All is in harmony here. Drinking well already. This is what good drinking Claret is all about.

**AUSTRALIA O’DWYER – CABERNET SAUVIGNON – 2008**  €66.00
The Grapes are hand picked, and pressed using traditional wine making methods. Characters of blueberry, violets and hints of spice with a balanced fine tannin finish.

**WHITE WINE**

**HOUSE WHITE - UMBRELE, SAUVIGNON BLANC**  €22.00
Fresh, crisp & dry. Outstanding with vibrant citrus fruit and a lovely balance of flavours with a long fresh tingly aftertaste.

ARGENTINA - OSAADO, CHARDONNAY  €23.00
A nose of green apples and citrus fruits with honeyed notes. Bold and fresh on the palate with underlying notes of ripe grapes.

ARGENTINA - BODEGAS CALLIA ALTA, PINOT GRIGIO  €26.00
Abundant fruit aromas with hints of eucalyptus flowers and pink-grapefruit. The palate is well balanced with soft notes of peaches, tropical fruit and a pleasant finish.

CHILE - RAYUELA RESERVA, SAUVIGNON BLANC  €28.00
The nose offers lashings of lime and grapefruit and hints of thyme & asparagus. Crisp, citrus acidity provides good length and palate refreshment.

FRANCE - COTES DU RHONE’10 – VOIGNERE/CLAIRETTE/GRENACHE  €28.00
This is a silky wine, full of citrus and peach aromas, great with fish.

NEW ZEALAND - PEAR TREE, SAUVIGNON BLANC  €36.00
A crisp dry refreshing Kiwi sauvignon with luscious ripe tropical fruit flavours of gooseberries, pineapples and nectarines. Well balanced with lovely integration of fruit and a long delicious fresh finish.

FRANCE - LA CHABLISIENNE CHABLIS AC “LA SEREINE”  €42.00
Complex bouquet with fresh citrus and apple at the fore. Full in the mouth, evoking very ripe yellow peaches before giving way to a long mineral fresh finish

FRANCE - DOMAINE PAUL PRIEUR SANCERRE AC  €45.00
Aromatic nose with floral notes of white flowers. Lively on the palate, with very pleasant refreshing acidity matched by perfect fruit weight and mineral notes.

SPARKLING & ROSÉ WINE

FRANCE - ‘LA CLOTIÈRE’ ROSÉ D’ANJOU AC  €25.00
A delicious refreshing rosé from the Loire valley with lively fresh strawberry fruit flavours, crisp and cool with a medium dry finish.
ITALY - LA MARCA PROSECCO
A delicate, well-balanced Prosecco, showing delicious baked apple and pear & almond tart flavours, a lightly creamy mineral texture on the palate. Medium, froth with some body and a pleasant lemon and mineral finish.

FRANCE - CHAMPAGNE GOSSET BRUT NV
Refined and creamy, with delicate acicidity that finds fine balance with the layers of poached apple and pear, lemon cake, ground ginger, smoke and almond cream flavours. A very elegant Champagne